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Shear thickening, an increase of viscosity with shear rate, is a ubiq-
uitous phenomena in suspended materials that has implications for
broad technological applications. Controlling this thickening behav-
ior remains a major challenge and has led to empirical strategies
ranging from altering the particle surfaces and shape to modifying
the solvent properties. However, none of these methods allow for
tuning of flow properties during shear itself. Here, we demonstrate
that by strategic imposition of a high-frequency and low-amplitude
shear perturbation orthogonal to the primary shearing flow, we can
largely eradicate shear thickening. The orthogonal shear effectively
becomes a regulator for controlling thickening in the suspension, al-
lowing the viscosity to be reduced by up to two decades on demand.
In a separate setup, we show that such effects can be induced by sim-
ply agitating the sample transversely to the primary shear direction.
Overall, the ability of in situ manipulation of shear thickening paves
a route towards creating materials whose mechanical properties can
be controlled.
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The viscosity of a densely packed suspension of particles
can increase radically when sheared beyond a critical

stress [1, 2]. This thickening behavior has been exploited
in technological applications ranging from vehicle traction
control to flexible spacesuits that protect astronauts from mi-
crometeorite impacts [3–5]. It may also lead to flow problems
such as pipe blockage during industrial extrusion processes [6].
Shear thickening has generally been considered an inherent
material property [7], rather than as a response that can be
tuned. As a consequence, suspension process design is often
constrained within tight bounds to avoid thickening [8], while
the applications of such flow behavior are limited by a lack of
tunability.

To design our control method, we take advantage of the
underlying shear thickening mechanisms that have been re-
vealed recently. Experiments and simulations have shown
that when the stress applied to a suspension of micron-sized
particles exceeds a critical value, the particle-particle inter-
action switches from lubricated to frictional, enhancing re-
sistance to flow [6, 9–13]. The stress is transmitted through
shear-induced force chains, which arise from frictional particle
contacts [6, 13–15], aligned along the compressive axis. Such
chains are fragile [16, 17] and are constantly broken and rebuilt
during steady shear.

This fragility paradigm asserts that these stress-
transmitting chains are themselves a product of the stress,
with a finite chain-assembly time required following startup
or perturbations to the flow direction [18, 19]. These insights
suggest a strategy for controlling thickening. For perturba-
tions slower than chain assembly, contact rearrangement is
sufficiently fast that force chains remain aligned with the
instantaneous net compressive axis. Conversely, for pertur-
bations faster than the assembly time, chains cannot reach

compatibility with the instantaneous net compressive axis,
but occupy a partially-assembled transient state, illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). The alignment of the perturbed or tilted chain devi-
ates from the net compressive axis and it no longer transmits
stresses effectively. Thus it should be possible to precisely reg-
ulate the thickening behavior by applying appropriate lateral
perturbations.

To that end we design a biaxial shear protocol that uses
an orthogonal flow perturbation to interfere with force chains
induced by a primary shearing flow. Our strategy is to max-
imize the perturbation influence so the force chains usually
responsible for thickening cannot establish fully. We conduct
biaxial rheometry experimentally and numerically, mapping
the response of a hard-sphere suspension as the perturbation
rate and amplitude are systematically varied. By integrating
our knowledge of the force chain alignment, mechanical in-
stability and direct link to the viscosity, we show how this
strategy can be optimized. We focus on discontinuous shear
thickening suspensions, as their vast viscosity variations make
them most problematic to the engineer [10, 11, 20]. Our results
show that through suitable regulation, the suspension viscosity
at a fixed flow rate may be reduced by up to two decades in
an active and controlled manner. We finally demonstrate the
wide utility of the technique using a simpler flow regulation
set up.

The biaxial rheometry experiment is performed using a
double-wall Couette geometry that has an outer cup driven
continuously by an underneath motor, and an inner bob at-
tached to an oscillating shaft [21–23]. A simplified schematic
and coordinate definition are shown in Fig. 1(b). The contin-
uous primary flow in the r̂θ̂ plane along the θ̂ direction, at
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Fig. 1. Perturbing the frictional force chains that govern shear thickening by imposing orthogonal shear can reduce the suspension viscosity by nearly two decades. (a)
Schematic showing force chain alignment during flow. Left panel: Under simple, uniaxial shear, particles (red spheres) naturally align along the compressive axis (green line);
Right panel: Under rapid biaxial shear, with transverse flow indicated by the shifted upper plate, the orthogonal perturbations may tilt or break the chains, so that they deviate
from the combined compressive axis. (b) Schematic of experimental apparatus showing the continuous primary flow that drives shear thickening and the inner oscillatory
module that perturbs the force chains; (c) Frequency sweep experimental data for γOSP

0 =1%. Shown are the primary viscosity (η‖, blue dots) and orthogonal complex viscosity
(|η∗⊥|, red dots); (d) Experimental and (e) simulation viscosity data collapse as function of the relative OSP shear rate (γ̇OSP

0 /γ̇0), for several γOSP
0 . Dashed lines indicate

reentrant thickening when the OSP strain becomes large enough to induce new force chains; Inset (e), snapshot of simulation configuration, indicating the coordinate definitions
with respect to the primary (blue arrow) and OSP (red arrows) flow directions. Further details and characterization of experimental sample can be found in Method and SI.

controlled rate γ̇0, constantly induces force chains, sets the
initial shear thickening state, and probes the parallel viscosity,
η‖. Concurrently, an orthogonal superimposed perturbation
(OSP) comprising oscillatory flow in the r̂ẑ plane along the ±ẑ
direction perturbs the suspension by imposing a deformation
γOSP = γOSP

0 sin(ωt) with rate γ̇OSP = ωγOSP
0 cos(ωt), and

simultaneously probes its orthogonal complex viscosity, |η∗⊥|.
Given the employed Couette cell dimension, we approximate
the primary flow as a uniaxial shear in parallel plate geometry1.
Further details about the geometry and OSP calibration can
be found in Method and SI.

Following the above reasoning, we take the primary shear
timescale 1/γ̇0 and the OSP period 1/ω as proxies for chain-
assembly and perturbation times, respectively. We fix the
primary shear rate at γ̇0 = 0.2 s−1, where the suspension is
normally strongly thickened (see SI), and conduct an OSP
frequency sweep at a fixed strain amplitude γOSP

0 = 1%. The
evolutions of η‖ and |η∗⊥| are given in Fig. 1(c).

At low frequencies ω ≤ 2 rad/s (blue area, Fig. 1(c)),
η‖ and |η∗⊥| exhibit plateaus that match the original thick-
ening viscosity ∼ 500 Pa.s, for γOSP

0 = 0 (see SI). In this
regime, the primary flow renews the force chains rapidly so
that they are always compatible with the net compressive axis,
and their alignment appears to adapt instantly to the OSP
flow. This instantaneous adaptation gives rise to an isotropic
and unaffected thickening behaviour (see SI for an analytical
derivation). As the frequency increases to 2 rad/s < ω ≤ 8
rad/s (green area), we find that the OSP viscosity |η∗⊥| decays
slightly, while the primary value η‖ remains relatively constant

1Note that uniaxial shear as defined here is technically a biaxial flow since there is no axis of
rotational symmetry

(within 7%). The decay in |η∗⊥| suggests that the OSP flow
deforms or tilts existing force chains more quickly than they
are replaced by new ones, while the unchanged η‖ suggests
the tilted chains remain largely intact. Finally, we observe a
substantial drop in both η‖ and |η∗⊥| at even higher frequencies
ω > 8 rad/s implying significant breakage of force chains and
dissolution of the flow induced contact network. Qualitatively,
this result is consistent with our above interpretation of the
fragile, marginally stable nature of the force chain network,
and reaffirms the link between the stress bearing capability of
the chains, and the viscosity of the suspension [11].

To further elucidate the roles being played by the primary
and OSP flows, we repeat the frequency sweep measurement at
six different γOSP

0 , Fig. 1(d). We normalize the OSP shear rate
magnitude by the primary rate γ̇OSP

0 /γ̇0(= ωγOSP
0 /γ̇0), and

find that all η‖ and |η∗⊥| data, for γOSP
0 < 5%, collapse onto two

master curves (blue and red dots, respectively). Furthermore,
the onset of the chain breaking regime occurs at γ̇OSP

0 /γ̇0 ≈ 1.
This scaling suggests that the force chain response, whether
they instantly adapt to the OSP flow, tilt, or break, is deter-
mined by the competition between γ̇OSP

0 and γ̇0. While γ̇0
indicates how frequently force chains reform, γ̇OSP

0 dictates
how rapidly the OSP flow perturbs these structures. In other
words, the ratio γ̇OSP

0 /γ̇0 directly governs the viscosity reduc-
tion of a biaxially sheared sample. For large γOSP

0 (>5%), we
observe a deviation from the master curves, suggesting a pos-
sible reentrant thickening arising when chains induced by the
OSP flow emerge. We conclude, therefore, that for sufficiently
large γ̇0

OSP/γ̇0 and sufficiently small γOSP
0 , our orthogonal

flow perturbation disrupts the conventional shear-induced con-
tact network, inhibiting friction-mediated force chains and
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Fig. 2. Microstructural information from simulations to illustrate the mechanism behind the viscosity reduction with increased OSP flow, for γOSP
0 = 1%. Shown are Lissajous

curves for microstructural force chain alignment for the (a) instant adaptation, (b) chain tilting and (c) chain breaking regimes, with φ and γOSP normalized by their maximal
values, where φmax ∼ O(10−2). φ and the sign of γOSP are defined in the Left Inset of (a), and definitions of compression (red) and extension (blue) quadrants of the OSP
flow in Right Inset of (a), for positive γ̇OSP. Force chain diagrams in (a), (b), (c) illustrate alignment projected to x̂ẑ at each stage of the oscillatory cycle, while alignment in x̂ŷ
remains along the compressive axis of the primary flow throughout (Left Inset of (a)); (d) Evolution of phase angle δ between φ and γOSP with OSP shear rate, where δ = 0
and δ = π/2 respresent elastic and viscous responses respectively; (e) Evolution of time-averaged contact number Z̄ with OSP shear rate; (f) Direct dependence of primary
flow viscosity on time-averaged contact number Z̄.

mitigating shear thickening. The extent of this mitigation may
be set using γ̇OSP

0 /γ̇0 as a control parameter, allowing precise
regulation of the viscosity of dense suspensions.

To clarify the detailed microstructural rearrangements lead-
ing to the observed measurements we use numerical simula-
tions, explicitly resolving the trajectories and interactions of
suspended, bidisperse spheres (diameter ratio 1:1.4) using a
classical discrete element code [24, 25] enhanced with the re-
cently established Critical Load Model [15, 26]. Hydrodynamic
forces are approximated as pairwise lubrication interactions
(viscosity ηf ) between neighboring particles, while particle
contacts are treated as linear springs with friction appearing
above a critical normal force. The fixed-volume fraction (55%),
periodic, Cartesian simulation cell can be deformed to simulate
steady shear in a primary direction with a small amplitude
oscillation in the orthogonal direction. With respect to the
illustration in Fig 1(e), primary flow (blue arrow) is in the
x̂ŷ plane, along the x̂ direction, and OSP flow (red arrows)
is in the ŷẑ plane, along the ±ẑ direction. Full details and
discussion of model assumptions are given in SI.

The experimental flow measurements are repeated compu-
tationally with consistent results, shown in Fig. 1(e). The force
chain alignment is interrogated in the three identified regimes,
instant adaptation, chain tilting, and chain breaking. In all
regimes, the chains lie mainly along the compressive axis of the
primary shear flow, but are subtly shifted out of the x̂ŷ plane
by the OSP flow. To quantify these deviations, we calculate
a fabric tensor 〈r̂αβi r̂αβj 〉 capturing the particle contact con-
figuration [14], where rαβi (α 6= β) is the unit vector between
particles α and β, while i, j denote the coordinate indices and
〈. . .〉 denotes the average over all neighboring particles. We
take φ = tan−1(〈r̂y r̂z〉/〈r̂xr̂y〉) as the angle between the force

chains and x-axis, when projected to x̂ẑ, Fig 2a (Left Inset),
which remains small, φmax ∼ O(10−2), throughout. Chains
inclined towards the compressive quadrant of the OSP flow
(see Right Inset, Fig 2a) have positive φ for positive γ̇OSP.

Representative Lissajous curves of φ(γOSP) for the three
regimes are shown in Fig. 2(a), (b), and (c), for time-varying
OSP strain γOSP. For low OSP rates γ̇OSP

0 /γ̇0 � 1, newly
formed force chains always align with the net compressive axis
dictated by the instantaneous combined flow, so φ is in phase
with the time-varying OSP strain rate, φ ∝ γ̇OSP, Fig. 2(a),
generating isotropic thickening as reported in Fig. 1(d) and (e).
For γ̇OSP

0 /γ̇0 ≈ 1, the time scales for the OSP and primary
flows are comparable, so it is expected that chains are tilted
before they can rearrange. Indeed, we find that chain align-
ment is antiphase to the OSP strain, φ ∝ −γOSP, Fig. 2(b).
This indicates that rather than adapting to the instantaneous
flow rate, existing force chains are instead tilted affinely by the
transverse deformation (strain) and occupy the extensional
quadrant of the OSP flow while γOSP 6= 0, as sketched in Fig 1a
(right panel). When the OSP rate dominates γ̇OSP

0 /γ̇0 � 1,
the affine deformation caused by the transverse flow is fast
enough to break these tilted force chains more rapidly than
the primary flow is able to sustain or re-establish them. Mean-
while, new contacts may be formed by the OSP flow in its
compressive quadrant. Thus, the chain alignment is in phase
with the OSP strain φ ∝ γOSP, Fig. 2(c). The implication of
the final curve is striking. In the chain breaking regime, the
thickening becomes solely governed by the strain amplitude of
the OSP flow. We summarize the chain alignment behavior
by plotting the phase lag δ between φ and γOSP in Fig. 2(d).

Since the shear thickened viscosity directly arises from fric-
tional particle contacts [12], we expect that the evolution of the

Lin et al. PNAS | July 20, 2016 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3
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force chain response with increasing γ̇OSP
0 /γ̇0 is accompanied

by a reduction in particle contacts. To verify this, we calcu-
late the time-averaged per-particle coordination number Z̄.
We find that Z̄(γOSP

0 , ω) collapses in a similar fashion to the
measured viscosity, and starts to decay around γ̇OSP

0 /γ̇0 ≈ 1,
Fig. 2(e). Indeed, plotting η‖ versus Z̄ we recover a simple
relationship ln η ∝ Z̄ + const, Fig. 2(f). When no particle
contact is formed, η‖ corresponds to the viscosity purely aris-
ing from the interparticle hydrodynamic interactions [27]. As
Z̄ increases, η‖ rises and brings more particles into contact,
which in turn produces a higher viscosity. Overall, these simu-
lations reaffirm the bulk rheological effect of the orthogonal
perturbation and reveal the microstructural mechanism by
which the OSP flow can manipulate the force chains to ulti-
mately eradicate the frictional contacts responsible for shear
thickening.
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We construct a summary phase diagram recapitulating our
strategy for tuning shear thickening, giving experimental and
simulated primary viscosities as functions of γOSP

0 and ω in
Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. When an OSP flow is applied,
its shear rate γOSP

0 ω determines the force chain behavior and
the state of thickening in the suspension. The force chain
behavior shows a transition from instant adaptation, chain
tilting, to chain breaking as the OSP flow rate increases. When
the OSP flow rate is even higher, however, the OSP flow may
start to induce force chains by itself for sufficiently large γOSP

0 .
A reentrant thickening behavior is then observed, as indicated
by the curved contours and red region in the upper right
corners of Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively.
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Fig. 4. A simple flow regulation set up comprising a rotating gear submerged in a
cornstarch suspension illustrates the broad utility of our control scheme. Schematic of
improvised flow regulator, showing (a) the full setup including driving motor, cornstarch
reservoir and speaker and (b) a close-up of the setup. (c) The motor starts to rotate
when the vibration (250 Hz) switches on (shaded areas), and stalls when the vibration
is off. Shown in (d) is the rotation speed of the motor as a function of vibration
frequency at a fixed speed. The motor remains stalled at the frequencies≤ 50 Hz.

The orthogonal flow induced viscosity reduction allows us to
drive the material at a higher speed with the same amount of
driving force. In some practical cases, our biaxial protocol or a
comparable oscillatory perturbation should be able to thin the
suspension and effectively increase the flow processing speed.
We test this prediction in a dense cornstarch suspension (solid
fraction ≈ 40 wt %) [20, 28] using a simple setup consisting
of a motor driven at a constant voltage and a speaker, as
shown by the schematics in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). Upon motor
startup, the rotating gear on the shaft immediately thickens
the cornstarch, generating a large resistance that substantially
slows down the gear speed. When the gear speed is below
a threshold, the motor stalls. We then use the speaker to
apply a high frequency and small amplitude (250Hz, 18 µm)
vibration along the vertical direction to break the force chains
against the gear. As a result, the motor under the same
applied voltage starts to rotate again and drive the material,
see Fig.4(c) and SI video. This transition repeats reversibly
as we switch the speaker on and off. We also find that the
motor rotation speed is maximized when we raise the vibration
frequency and lower its amplitude, keeping the induced rate,
analogous to γ̇OSP

0 , fixed Fig. 4(d). This finding suggests
that the state of the system is in the dark blue channel in
the phase diagram (Fig. 3). This channel runs upper left to
bottom right indicating larger viscosity reductions at higher
frequencies when the shear rate is fixed. Finally, we replace
the motor with a stress-controlled rheometer (TA-Instrument
DHR-3), which can rotate at a much slower rate without
stalling, and repeat the speaker experiment (see SI). In this
modified demonstration, the impeller on the rheometer rotates
slowly when the vibration is off, and speeds up as the vibration
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is turned on. We can control such a transition between slow
and fast rotations by simply switching the speaker vibration.
These simple demonstrations show that our strategy for using
orthogonal flows to control thickening is robust, and can be
realized even in less controlled settings.

In conclusion, we have, for the first time, employed a bi-
axial shear protocol to tune the shear thickening viscosity
of a suspension. Such a control is achieved by applying a
transverse perturbation that regulates the main flow, along
the lines of a mechanical transistor. This contrasts with pas-
sive control in which the rheological response is set when
formulating the suspension and not changed thereafter. By
scaling the flow measurement data and numerically investi-
gating the force chain behavior, we elucidate the underlying
mechanism of our control method and demonstrate how it can
be strategically utilized. This result might inform extension
of a three-dimensional continuum description so far limited
to the γ̇OSP

0 /γ̇0 � 1 regime [29]. Using a simpler flow regula-
tion set up, we finally demonstrate that the insight obtained
here can inform practical strategies, e.g., to unclog blockages
caused by thickening during paste extrusion [30], 3D printing
suspensions [31], and flow of carbon black in energy storage
devices [32], and, more generally, to control bistability in granu-
lation [33] and jamming in hopper flow [34]. In general, control
over a fluid’s rheological properties holds the promise for ad-
vancing actuation and motion controls [35, 36], which have
applications ranging from controllable dampers [35], robotic
arms [35, 37], to actuating orthoses [38].

Materials and Methods

The experiment is performed using an ARES-G2 rheometer (TA
Instrument) in conjunction with an orthogonal superimposed per-
turbation (OSP) module [21, 22]. During the experiment, the
parallel (η‖) and orthogonal (|η∗⊥|) viscosities of the sample are
measured by strain gauges on the upper shaft. The tested suspen-
sion comprises silica particles in dipropylene glycol (Sigma-Aldrich).
The sample volume fraction φ ≈ 0.59 is determined by directly
imaging the suspension structure with a confocal microscope. The
suspended particles are binary (2µm/4µm diameters) with num-
ber ratio roughly 1:1, mitigating crystallization. Our sample shear
thickens at a relatively low shear rate due to the high solvent vis-
cosity η0 = 84 m.Pa, minimizing the instrumental instability in the
biaxial test. For further characterizations of the sample structure
and rheological properties, see SI.

The experimental volume fraction of 59% is chosen to represent
an upper limit at which steady flow in the shear thickening regime
is observed. Numerically, we are able to reproduce the uniaxial
experimental rheology at 55% volume fraction. In future work we
may address this difference by improving volume fraction measure-
ment [39] and characterising particle friction [9], both of which
remain interesting experimental challenges.
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I. ORTHOGONAL SUPERPOSITION (OSP)

A. Calibration I: Instrumental biaxial coupling
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FIG. 1. (a) Lissajous-Bowditch curve of primary stress versus strain. The stress overshoots at

strain ≈ ±1.5 result from the formation of particle contacts within a cycle. (b) Lissajous-Bowditch

curve of OSP stress versus primary stress. The positive correlation between these two stresses

implies a measurable instrumental coupling. However, the coupling ≈ 0.1% is insigficant.

The instrumental coupling is closely related to the alignment between the primary and

OSP driving motions of the rheometer. Therefore, the parts of the drivers have to be ma-

chined and assembled carefully. To quantify the instrumental coupling, we load a suspension

into the ARES-G2 rheometer and impose a uniaxial oscillatory shear with a strain amplitude

γ0 = 2. Meanwhile, we monitor the OSP response that directly arises from the instrumental

coupling. We plot the Lissajous-Bowditch (LB) curve of the primary response in Fig. 1

(a). The LB curve indicates a viscous response, in which the stress is maximal around zero

strain. The stress overshoots around strain ≈ ±1.5 are associated with the formation of

particle frictional contacts. In Fig. 1 (b), we plot the OSP stress response versus the pri-

mary stress. Since we do not impose any OSP shear strain, the measured OSP response

solely results from the coupling. We observe a positive correlation between the two stress

responses implying that the coupling is finite and measurable. Nevertheless, we find this

correlation remarkably small. For example, when the primary stress response is maximal

(≈ 10 Pa), the OSP response is only ≈ 0.15 Pa, about 0.1% of the applied primary stress.
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B. Calibration II: Uniaxial oscillatory shear

In the main draft, we show a reentrant shear thickening at large OSP amplitudes and

high frequencies. The reentrant thickening should be related to the frictional contacts formed

by the OSP flow when its amplitude is large. This means that under uniaxial shear, the

suspension viscosity should start to increase when the applied strain amplitude exceeds a

critical value. To confirm this, we repeat the frequency sweep measurement but now in the

absence of the primary flow. We plot the OSP viscosity |η∗⊥| as a function of OSP frequency

for seven different strain amplitudes γ⊥ in Fig. 2. We find a slight frequency thinning at low

frequencies that might be due to either Brownian motion or the slight attraction between

particles. Nevertheless, we do observe thickening behavior at γ⊥ = 5% (black points). This

thickening behavior is consistent with the viscosity growth observed in the biaxial case.
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FIG. 2. OSP viscosity |η∗⊥| as a function of ω for seven different strain amplitudes. We do not

observe any shear thickening at γOSP
0 < 5%.

C. Calibration III: Viscosity standard measurement

Finally, we want to further confirm that both primary and OSP measurements of viscosity

are accurate and consistent. We load a viscosity standard (CANNON N4000) into the

ARES-G2 and repeat the reported biaxial experiment with exactly the same parameters.
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FIG. 3. Primary η‖ and OSP |η∗⊥| viscosities versus OSP frequency ω. The primary shear rate is

0.2 s−1.

The tested viscosity standard has a nominal viscosity ∼ 12 Pa.s at room temperature,

which is similar to our suspension viscosity. For a coupling- and artifact-free measurement,

the measured viscosity should be Newtonian, hence independent of the OSP frequency and

amplitude. We show the viscosity in Fig. 3. Overall both the primary (dashed lines) and

OSP (dots) viscosities match each other, and remain constant throughout all frequencies

and amplitudes. We observe higher viscosities at low OSP frequencies suggesting that the

viscosities are overestimated by the instrument (by ≈ 13%). While this small viscosity

should be further corrected in future experiments, it is insignificant and should not alter the

main trend of the reported biaxial data.

D. Speaker-motor OSP

We use a subwoofer to provide vibration orthogonal to the rotation direction of the motor

gear. To maintain the vibration speed, Aω while the frequency ω is ramped up, we monitor

the acceleration of the vibration |a|, and reduce the amplitude A accordingly. The vibration

acceleration |a| = Aω2 sin(ωt) is measured by a wireless accelerometer (Monnit, g-force max

and avg). At ω =250 Hz, the vibration amplitude is approximately 13 µm.

The suspension tested in this experiment is cornstarch in water with a weight concen-
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tration ≈ 55%. Although the solvent’s density does not match the cornstarch density, our

experiment time is short (≈ 3 min), so we do not observe any time-dependent behavior

associated with sedimentation. We film the gear rotation with a camera at a frame rate 240

fps. This high frame rate allows us to determine the real-time speed of the motor. To do

so, we analyze the local image region of the gear using “Digital Image Correlation” [1, 2]

extracting the instantaneous rotation speed.

E. Speaker-rheometer OSP
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FIG. 4. (a) We mount a subwoofer on a stress-controlled rheometer (TA-Instrument DHR-3) to

provide OSP flows. The sample holder is epoxied to the hollow speaker cone. (b) As the speaker

is switched on (purple shades), the impeller rotation speed increases by approximately five times.

In the speaker-motor OSP experiment, the motor stalls when the resistance reaches its

stalling torque. Such a rotation cessation can be confused with the shear jamming phenom-

ena found in even denser suspensions or granular systems. To clarify this issue, we mount

the subwoofer on a stress-controlled rheometer (TA-Instrument DHR-3), and monitor the

rotation speed of the impeller (vane rotor) as we switch on/off the speaker. The blades of

the impeller are thin minimizing the squeezing flow caused by the vertical vibration. We fix

the applied torque at 1 mN.m, in which our cornstarch sample shows a clear shear thickening

behavior. The schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 4 (a). We set the speaker vibration

frequency ≈ 500 Hz to provide a vibration speed comparable to the primary shear rate with
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a reasonably small oscillation amplitude. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the impeller rotates about

five times faster when we turn on the speaker. More importantly, when the speaker is off,

the impeller rotates at a slower speed rather than completely stop. This finding confirms

that the suspension state is in the DST regime. We also find that the transition between

slow and fast rotations is reversible, consistent with our speaker-motor tests and biaxial

shear experiments.

II. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION AND DETAILS

A. Structure – confocal images

The solvent (Dipropylene glycol) used in the experiment has a refractive index (1.439)

that nearly matches the index of the silica particles (1.435). This index match minimizes

the van-der waals force between particles [3] and allows us to perform direct imaging of the

suspension structure [4–6]. Furthermore, a small amount of fluorescein salt is added in the

sample to dye the solvent and reduce the Debye length of the electrostatic force. We then use

a confocal microscope to examine the structure and volume fraction of a quiescent suspension

sample. We show the confocal images sliced along three different axes in Fig. 5(a). We also

show a 3D reconstruction of the image stack in Fig. 5(b). From the images, we do not observe

any aggregation of particles over time, implying that the suspension is well stabilized by the

electrostatic force. We also find that the suspension structure remains disordered at high

volume fractions. Finally, we use the 3D images to estimate the suspension volume fraction

by counting particles, and find the volume fraction consistent with that calculated according

to the weight ratio.

The used solvent Dipropylene glycol also has a low vapor pressure minimizing the evap-

oration rate [7]. By monitoring the viscosity of the suspension over time, we find that the

sample’s volume fraction remains constant throughout the entire experiment. Furthermore,

we use micron-sized particles to reduce sedimentation effect.

B. Stress and rate sweep plots

The rheometer used in the biaxial experiment is strain-controlled. The strain-controlled

mode ensures the accuracy of the applied OSP strain. In previous literature, however,
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FIG. 5. (a) Three different slices from a 3D image matrix of the tested binary suspension. The

middle, top, and right images correspond to the top (x̂ŷ), front (x̂ẑ), and side views (ŷẑ), re-

spectively. The solvent is dyed with fluorescein salt, so it appears bright. The silica particles are

not fluorescently labeled, so they appear dark. (b) 3D reconstruction of the image stack. The

deeper image region (larger z value) gets blurrier due to the spherical aberration and its resulting

point-spread-function. We do not observe significant crystallization in the sample.
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FIG. 6. (a) Primary viscosity η‖ as a function of shear rate. We see an abrupt increase in η‖ at

γ̇0 ≈ 0.1. The dashed lines denote the primary shear rate and its corresponding viscosity in biaxial

experiment. (b) Data from (a) but in a stress-sweep fashion. Consistent with previous works [8],

we observe a nearly linear increase in viscosity η‖ ∝ σ0.95
0 in the DST regime. The red line denotes

a linear response η‖ ∝ σ0.
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it has been shown that uniaxial shear thickening is a stress-controlled phenomena [8–10].

Many previous works have presented the viscosity data as a function of stress. Therefore,

to characterize the uniaxial thickening behavior of our sample, we perform a stress sweep

measurement and plot the same dataset in both stress and strain sweep fashions. The

measurement is performed using an Anton Paar MCR 301 stress-controlled rheometer. In

Fig. 6(a) and (b) we show the rate and stress sweep data for our discontinuous thickening

sample, respectively. The orange dashed lines in Fig. 6(a) indicate the primary shear rate

employed in the biaxial experiment and its corresponding shear viscosity. In the stress sweep

plot (Fig. 6(b)), we find that η‖ ∝ σ0.95
0 , depicting a nearly DST behavior [8]. Put differently,

σ0 = η‖γ̇0 is almost linear in η‖, signifying that stress takes a range of values at fixed strain

rate which is the defining discontinuity property of DST.

C. OSP phase angle
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FIG. 7. Contour plot of phase angle δ between OSP stress and strain. The response at low

frequencies and strain amplitudes is viscous (δ ≈ π/2). The response in the reentrant thickening

regime is elastic (δ ≈ 0). The trend of δ(ω/2πγ̇0) at γOSP
0 ≤ 0.002 is non-monotonic.

The oscillatory OSP flow allows us to probe both the overall viscosity magnitude |η∗⊥|

and the phase angle δ between the stress and strain. The latter information describes the
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viscoelasticity of the sample, in which δ = π/2 and δ = 0 correspond to viscous and elastic

responses, respectively. We report the overall viscosity magnitude |η∗⊥| in the main text.

Here, we show the phase angle as a function of OSP strain amplitude and frequency in Fig. 7.

We find that in the instantaneous adaptation regime, the OSP stress response is mainly

viscous. This finding suggests that the alignment of the force chain regulated by the ratio

γ̇OSP/γ̇0, consistent with our simulation results reported in the main manuscript Fig. 2. As

the OSP frequency increases, δ decays implying a more elastic stress response. The transition

from viscous to elastic response characterizes the competition between the primary and

OSP shear rates. Surprisingly, this transition trend δ(ω/2πγ̇0) is non-monotonic, suggesting

that the mechanisms of “chain tilting” (OSP rate comparable to primary rate) and “chain

breaking” (OSP rate dominates) regimes should be distinct. At large amplitudes and high

frequencies, where the reentrant thickening emerges, we observe small δ ≈ π/5 denoting an

elastic response. In this regime, the OSP flow is strong enough to form force chains by itself.

Therefore, the stress is largely transmitted through the OSP force chains, and demonstrates

a primarily elastic response.

D. Solvent viscosity

To characterize the viscosity of the used solvent (Dipropylene glycol) we perform rate

sweep measurements at ten different temperatures ranging from -1◦C to 30◦C. The viscosity

is plotted as a function of shear rate in Fig. 8(a). We find that Dipropylene glycol displays a

Newtonian behavior at all shear rates and temperatures. This Newtonian behavior ensures

that the interparticle hydrodynamic interaction in our tested shear thickening samples has a

conventional form of lubrication force. We further read out the mean viscosity value for each

temperature and plot the result in Fig. 8(b). We find that the viscosity increases significantly

as the temperature drops. In experiment, we set the temperature at 20◦C throughout all

measurements.

III. INSTANT ADAPTATION AND ISOTROPIC VISCOSITY

In the instant adaptation regime, force chains always align with the net compressive axis.

Therefore, the chain alignment demonstrates a viscous response to the applied OSP flow
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FIG. 8. Shear rate sweep measurements of Dipropylene glycol viscosity for ten different envi-

ronmental temperatures. We find the solvent remains Newtonian at all explored shear rates and

temperatures. (b) Mean viscosity (averaged over rates) plotted as a function of temperature. The

vertical line denotes the temperature 20◦C maintained throughout all experiments in the main

manuscript.

(φ ∝ γ̇OSP) as shown in the main manuscript Fig. 2(a). This instant adaptation directly

implies an isotropic viscosity response of the thickening suspension. We provide a simple

mathematical argument elucidating this relation.

The magnitude of the overall shear rate can be written as:

γ̇tot =
√
γ̇2

0 + (γ̇OSP
0 cos(ωt))2 ≈ γ̇0 +O((̇γOSP

0 )2). (1)

Since the chain angle φ remains small, it can be approximated as:

φ = tan−1
( γ̇OSP

0 cos(ωt)

γ̇0

)
≈ γ̇OSP

0 cos(ωt)

γ̇0

(2)

when the OSP shear rate is small γ̇OSP
0 cos(ωt) � γ̇0. The approximately constant strain

rate (to leading order) results in a shear stress that is constant in magnitude but of variable

orientation. The magnitude of the net shear stress is σuz = ηγ̇0, where ûẑ is the shear

plane of the combined flows, and η is the uniaxial thickening viscosity without orthogonal

perturbation. To calculate the primary and OSP stresses measured in experiment, we then

project the net stress, which is aligned along ûẑ axis, back to x̂ẑ and ŷẑ. The projected
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stresses σ‖ = σxz, and σ⊥ = σyz are:

σ‖ = σuz cos(φ) ≈ ηγ̇0 +O(φ2)

σ⊥ = σuz sin(φ) ≈ ηγ̇0φ+O(φ3) .

From Eq.2, σ⊥ can be further reduced to σ⊥ ≈ ηγ̇OSP
0 cos(ωt). Collectively, we find that

both primary η‖ = σ‖/γ̇0 and OSP η⊥ = σ⊥/
[
γ̇OSP

0 cos(ωt)
]

viscosities coincide the original

uniaxial viscosity η. The result also suggests a viscous OSP stress response, consistent with

the phase angle measurement reported in Sec. II C.

IV. SIMULATION DETAILS

A. Numerical model

The simulation model used in the present work is implemented in the open source molec-

ular dynamics package LAMMPS [11], and has been employed previously in the study of

shear thickening suspensions as described in Ref [12].

The equations of motion for non-Brownian particles suspended in a fluid can be written

simply as [13]

m
d

dt

(
v

ω

)
=
∑(

F

Γ

)
, (3)

for particles of mass m with translational and rotational velocity vectors v and ω respec-

tively, and subjected to force and torque vectors F and Γ respectively. In this work we limit

the forces and torques to those arising due to direct surface contacts between neighbouring

particles (Fc,Γc) and those arising through short range, pairwise, hydrodynamic lubrication

forces (Fl,Γl). For an interaction between particles i and j, the force and torque due to

hydrodynamics can therefore be expressed as

Fl
ij = −asq6πηf (vi − vj) · nijnij

− ash6πηf (vi − vj) · (I− nijnij),
(4a)

Γl
ij = −apuπηfd3

i (ωi − ωj) · (I− nijnij)

− di
2

(
nij × Fl

ij

)
.

(4b)

for a suspending fluid of viscosity ηf , where nij is the vector pointing from particle j to

particle i, and with squeeze asq, shear ash and pump apu resistance terms as derived by Kim

and Karrila [14] and given in Eq 5 for particle diameters di and dj, with β = dj/di:
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asq =
β2

(1 + β)2

d2
i

2heff

+
1 + 7β + β2

5(1 + β)3

di
2

ln

(
di

2heff

)
+

1 + 18β − 29β2 + 18β3 + β4

21(1 + β)4

d2
i

4heff

ln

(
di

2heff

)
,

(5a)

ash = 4β
2 + β + 2β2

15(1 + β)3

di
2

ln

(
di

2heff

)
+ 4

16− 45β + 58β2 − 45β3 + 16β4

375(1 + β)4

d2
i

4heff

ln

(
di

2heff

)
,

(5b)

apu = β
4 + β

10(1 + β)2
ln

(
di

2heff

)
+

32− 33β + 83β2 + 43β3

250β3

di
2heff

ln

(
di

2heff

)
.

(5c)

For each interaction, the particle pair surface-to-surface distance h is calculated according

to h = |rij| − di+dj
2

, for centre-to-centre vector rij. Recent experimental [9] and computa-

tional [15] work indicates that direct particle-particle contacts contribute significantly to the

suspension viscosity, in addition to hydrodynamics. To permit such contacts in the present

model, we truncate the lubrication divergence at hmin = 0.001dij (for weighted average par-

ticle diameter dij =
didj
di+dj

), i.e., setting h = hmin in the force calculation, when h < hmin.

The effective interparticle gap used in the force calculation, heff, is therefore given by

heff =

 h for h > hmin

hmin otherwise.
(6)

For computational efficiency, the lubrication forces are omitted when the interparticle gap h

is greater than hmax = 0.05dij. The volume fraction is sufficiently high that all particles have

numerous neighbours within this range, and we verified, therefore, that such an omission

is inconsequential to the dynamics. When the lubrication force is overcome and particle

surfaces come into contact, their interaction is defined according to a linear spring model [16],

with normal (Fc,n ) and tangential (Fc,t ) force and torque Γc given by

Fc,n
ij = knδnij, (7a)

Fc,t
ij = −ktuij, (7b)

Γc
ij = −di

2
(nij × Fc,t

ij ), (7c)

for a collision between particles i and j with normal and tangential spring stiffnesses kn and

kt respectively, particle overlap δ (equal to −h) and tangential displacement uij. We note
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A: Fl \propto ΔV/h, Fc,n = 0, Fc,t = 0 
 
B: Fl \propto ΔV/hmin, Fc,n = 0, Fc,t = 0 
 
C: Fl \propto ΔV/hmin, Fc,n = knδnij, Fc,t = 0 
 
D: Fl \propto ΔV/hmin, Fc,n = knδnij, Fc,t = -ktuij, subject to µp 
 

A 
B 

C 

D 

hmin 

δ

FIG. 9. Illustration of interaction lengthscales (not to scale). Forces resolved in region A: Fl
ij(heff =

h); B: Fl
ij(heff = hmin); C: Fl

ij(heff = hmin) + Fc
ij(µp = 0); D: Fl

ij(heff = hmin) + Fc
ij(µp = 1).

that the damping arising from the hydrodynamics is always sufficient to achieve a steady

state without employing a thermostat, and further damping in the particle contact model

is omitted for simplicity.

To regulate the particle-particle tangential forces, we employ the Critical Load Model

(CLM) for particle-particle friction [15, 17]. This model gives an additional stress scale

for the particle interaction, which, numerically, is the origin of the onset stress for shear

thickening σ∗ [9]. An interparticle static Coulomb friction coefficient µp is defined according

to |Fc,t
i,j| ≤ µp|Fc,n

i,j |, setting a maximum value for the tangential force during a collision. In

granular systems, µp consequently determines the volume fraction at which flow arrest or

jamming will occur [18]. For each pairwise collision, the value of µp is dependent upon the

normal force between the interacting particles and some critical normal force magnitude

FCL, such that

µp =

 1 for |Fc,n
i,j | > FCL

0 otherwise
. (8)

As a result of the CLM, particles that interact through weak forces, i.e. collisions where

δ → 0, are frictionless, while interactions with large normal forces are frictional. The

particle overlaps required to exceed FCL are, at their absolute maximum, of order 10−5dij.

An overview of the interaction lengthscales is given in Fig 9. In principle, hmin and δ might

serve as tuning parameters that may be chosen to reflect details of a suspension of interest.

For example, particles with particularly long-range repulsion or long stabilising polymer hairs

or those with prominent asperities or complex surface topology might be better captured by
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large hmin. In practice, however, we find that provided hmin ≤ 0.005d, steady state dynamics

are little changed as hmin → 0. Similarly there is little dependence on δ, provided 0 < δ � d.

Forces calculated according to the above models may then be summed for each particle

pair to give the total force and torque Fij and Γij, respectively. Particle positions and

velocities are then updated according to a time stepping scheme, by summing contributions

from all pairwise forces and solving Equation 3 numerically.

Isotropic particle assemblies with minimised particle-particle overlaps are generated in

a 3-dimensional periodic domain of volume V . It is determined that O(103) spheres are

sufficient to capture the bulk rheology and microstructural phenomena independently of

system size. Bidispersity at a diameter ratio of 1 : 1.4 and volume ratio of 1 : 1 is used to

minimize crystallization during flow [19] (and references therein).

The 3× 3 stress tensor is constructed from the particle pair force data, and given by:

σ =
1

V

∑
i

∑
i 6=j

rijFij. (9)

Data from 20 realizations with randomized initial particle positions are used to obtain

ensemble-averaged stresses.

B. Key assumptions of the simulation model and potential sources of discrepancy

1) Full solution of the long and short range hydrodynamic forces, essential for a truly

accurate resolution of the fluid effects, has traditionally been achieved using the Stoke-

sian Dynamics algorithm [20], though its great computational expense makes large (or

very dense) simulations challenging and time consuming. For highly packed suspen-

sions, where interparticle gap sizes tend to 0, the divergent lubrication forces between

extremely close particles dominate the hydrodynamic interaction, so Fl, Γl can be

approximated by summing pairwise lubrication forces among nearest neighbouring

particles. This simplification is becoming a conventional approach for modelling very

dense suspended systems [15, 21–23]. A further assumption of the lubrication approx-

imation is that the fluid may permeate the matrix formed by solid particles at infinite

rate. For the system size used in the present work, and considering the periodicity of

the box, it is assumed that there are no spatial or temporal variations of local volume

fraction, so the effects of fluid migration are likely to be negligible.
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2) The present simulation model allows particle inertia, but fluid inertia is neglected for

simplicity. The flow induced by the primary shearing with rate γ̇0 has Stokes number

ργ̇0d
2
ij/ηf � 1 such that inertia is not relevant. The OSP flow however, has larger

Stokes numbers, with ργ̇OSPd
2
ij/ηf → 0.1 for the case where γOSP = 5%, such that

inertia may begin to become important. This may account for the discrepancy between

simulation and experiment in this case. Trulsson [23] demonstrated that for inertial

suspension flows, the dissipation through particle contacts considerably outweighs that

due to fluid effects, which we take as justification of the present model. In addition, the

scaling laws predicted by the present simulation model and published elsewhere [24]

(specifically σxy ∝ γ̇ and σxy ∝ γ̇2 for viscous and inertial flows respectively) are

consistent with observations from comparable experiments [25, 26].

3) The employed friction model may be considered to account for roughness on the sur-

face of ideal spheres in model systems, but neglects the resistance to rolling offered

by particle asphericity. For less idealised cases, such as cornstarch suspensions, fur-

ther computational tools such as bonded-sphere complex particle shapes and rolling

resistance coefficients are currently being pursued as means of accounting for severe as-

phericity in addition to surface roughness. It is anticipated that enhanced interlocking

in such cases will cause shear thickening to be exaggerated even further.

4) µp = 1 is chosen to represent a highly frictional near-upper limiting case. In practice,

µp can be chosen to represent the roughness of any particles of interest. The primary

effect of varying µp is to alter the volume fraction at which the viscosity will diverge in

the frictional limit. A secondary consequence of this is that at fixed volume fraction,

the extent of shear thickening, i.e. the step change in viscosity upon exceeding σ∗, will

decrease as µp → 0. Note that σ∗ and γ̇0 are not functions of µp. These properties of

µp have been reported recently elsewhere [17].

C. “Uniaxial” shear rheology predicted by the simulation model

Inclusion of the CLM introduces a simulation timescale associated with the shear thick-

ening onset stress σ∗, which can be written as 1/γ̇∗ = 3
2
πηfd

2
ij/F

CL [17]. An assembly of

particles described by the above interaction models is sheared at controlled rate (with flow
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Shear stress σxy/(ηf γ̇
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FIG. 10. Simple shear rheology predicted by the simulation model used in this work. The suspen-

sion shear thickens above a critical stress σxy/(ηf γ̇
∗) ≈ 1.

in x, gradient in y and vorticity in z), with the dimensionless rate γ̇/γ̇∗ varied across orders

of magnitude. The rheological flow map is presented in Fig 10, where σxy is the relevant

component of σ (Equation 9) to represent the shear stress. Shear thickening is observed

above a critical stress σxy/(ηf γ̇
∗) ≈ 1. The results in the main part of the present paper are

all obtained in the limit of large γ̇/γ̇∗, where γ̇ is analogous to the primary shearing flow,

and where the suspension would be expected to flow well within the shear thickened regime.
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